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Abstract. Social optimization problems maximize the weighted sum of indi-

vidual utilities over feasible allocations that satisfy certain constraints. In this paper,

we propose a method that determines endogenous individual weights for such problems.

We �rst provide three axioms which uniquely determine, for any welfare function, the

contribution of a bundle of goods to that welfare function. We then de�ne weights to

be value preserving (VP) if the contribution of an individual�s initial endowments to

the social welfare function is proportional to the contribution of the �nal consumption

allocation to that individual�s welfare function. That is, the selected weights set the

ratio of the social value of one�s endowment to the private value of one�s �nal allocation

equal across individuals. We show that VP weights coincide with Negishi weights and

the corresponding VP allocations coincide with Walrasian allocations in Arrow-Debreu

economies. In contrast to Negishi weights, VP weights can also be used in economies

with distortionary taxes or incomplete markets where the welfare theorems do not hold.

As an application, we show how VP weights can be computed numerically in the context

of a standard optimal taxation problem. We also compare the optimal tax scheme under

VP weights with the one under exogenously assumed equal weights. By muting the re-

distribution motive inherent in the equal weights assumption, VP weights can highlight

the aspects of optimal tax schemes that derive from taxation motives other than redis-

tribution. Finally, we show how to extend our general methodology for computing social

welfare weights to other normative principles of justice.
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1. Introduction

A typical social optimization problem maximizes the weighted sum of individual utilities

over feasible allocations that satisfy certain constraints. Such problems are often used to

understand the properties of constrained e¢ cient allocations and to characterize optimal

government policy. The purpose of this paper is to provide a method that can be used to

determine endogenously the set of individual weights for any social optimization problem.

When the fundamental welfare theorems hold, Negishi (1960) provides a method which

endogenously determines welfare weights by requiring that the resulting allocation coincides

with the Walrasian allocation. Although the Negishi method was not developed with a view

to achieving justice, some authors have argued that market allocations are indeed just.1

Mankiw�s (2010) Just Deserts Theory is a recent example. An alternative view on achieving

fair allocations calls for choosing equal weights (EW) for every agent, which is often justi�ed

on the grounds of justice behind the veil of ignorance.2 This alternative is commonly used in

modern macroeconomics where the environments incorporate frictions such as distortionary

taxation or incomplete markets and the Negishi approach is not available. In this paper,

we suggest an alternative to the EW approach that is closer to the Just Deserts view of

justice and that can be applied to environments where the fundamental welfare theorems do

not hold. Speci�cally, the paper de�nes value preserving (VP) weights to be weights which

ensure that the value of an individual�s contribution to social welfare is in proportion to the

value the individual receives in the �nal allocation of the social optimization problem.

We �rst characterize axiomatically a mechanism that allows us to compute the per unit

contribution of a good to a welfare function. The mechanism we propose is uniquely charac-

terized by a set of three axioms. Given a bundle of commodities, the �rst axiom (rescaling)

requires that the per unit contribution of a commodity should be independent of the units

of measurement. The second axiom (separability) asserts that if the welfare function can be

decomposed into the sum of di¤erent welfare functions, each of which is generated by di¤er-

ent and disjoint sets of commodities, then the per unit contribution of a commodity depends

only on the corresponding welfare function. The third axiom (continuity) requires that the

mechanism is continuous in a neighborhood of both the welfare function and the initial bun-

dle. It is shown that the unique mechanism that satis�es these three axioms equates the per

unit contribution of a commodity to the marginal welfare with respect to that commodity.

We use this mechanism in de�ning the contribution of a bundle of goods to a welfare

function as the inner product of the per unit contributions and the bundle. In turn, this

provides a way to measure, for any set of individual welfare weights, the contribution of an

individual�s initial endowment of goods to social welfare (social value) and the contribution

of the individual�s �nal allocation of goods to his individual welfare (individual value). The

VP weights are the ones that equate the ratio of individual to social contributions across

1There is a wide range of views on what constitutes a fair approach. For earlier references see Rawls

(1971), Noszick (1974) and Aumann (1975). Saez and Stantcheva (2014), Fleurbaey and Maniquet (2014)

and Weinzierl (2015) provide authoritative reviews of both classic and recent contributions to that literature.
2The argument is based on Harsanyi�s (1953, 1955) early contributions. However, Weinzierl (2014) has

recently presented survey evidence indicating that only a minority of individuals consider the EW approach

and its implications for taxation as fair.
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agents.

Our second contribution lies in the characterization of the VP weights and allocations.

We show that VP weights coincide with Negishi weights, and the corresponding VP alloca-

tions coincide with Walrasian allocations, for economies in which the welfare theorems hold.

Intuitively, the reason is that, in such environments, the gradient of the welfare function at

the initial bundle is a competitive equilibrium price vector. Hence, the social value of an

individual�s endowments coincides with the market value of his initial endowments and, by

the budget constraint, also equals the value of his �nal allocation. This result provides some

support for Mankiw�s argument regarding the justice of market allocations. Notice, how-

ever, that the result is only true in a frictionless environment and will not, in general, hold in

the presence of frictions. Nevertheless, VP weights and allocations can still be computed for

economies in which the equilibrium is not Pareto optimal, such as economies with incomplete

markets or distortionary taxes, where the Negishi method is not applicable. In this sense,

our approach can be seen as a natural extension of the Negishi method to these types of

economies. A crucial property of the VP approach is that the allocations resulting from the

VP weights are invariant under rescaling of the units of utilities. That is, a positive a¢ ne

transformation of one (or more) individual utility does not change the set of VP allocations.

This stands in sharp contrast with the EW approach which has the undesirable property

that a rescaling of utilities changes the prescribed allocation.

The VP approach and the EW approach make implicit assumptions regarding the social

preference for equality and redistribution that stand, in some sense, at opposite extremes. We

illustrate this in the context of an application to optimal taxation. We �rst show that under

VP weights a government that needs to raise revenue and can use non-distortionary taxes,

raises revenues from each individual in proportion to the present (market) value of their initial

endowments. This clari�es the sense in which the VP approach mutes the redistribution

motive and is contrasted to the EW approach which, in that example, prescribes taxes that

implement perfect equalization of wealth and consumption across individuals.

To understand better the properties of VP allocations in the presence of distortions we

also provide a numerical example with distortionary taxation and incomplete markets. For

this we use a stylized, two-period model where the government�s tax instruments are limited

to �at rate taxes on capital income and labor income. The example is constructed so that

the labor tax is non-distortionary, whereas the capital tax distorts the saving decisions of

individuals. This provides a useful complete markets benchmark since, in this case, labor

income taxes would be the e¢ cient means of raising all revenue in the absence of any equity

motive. We show that, with initial wealth inequality, the social preference for redistribution

can have signi�cant e¤ects on the optimal tax scheme. With equal weights, the optimal

capital tax rate increases, and the labor tax rate decreases, as inequality increases. Even

moderate levels of inequality can result in a tax rate that is higher on capital income than

labor income purely for redistribution reasons and despite the distortions introduced. Inter-

estingly, under VP weights capital taxes also increase with inequality. The reason is that if all

revenues were �nanced through labor income taxes, it would imply (reverse) redistribution

and violate the VP principle. However, capital tax rates rise more slowly with inequality
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and do not become higher than labor taxes even when the wealth-poor hold no capital at all.

When we introduce uninsured idiosyncratic risk a la Aiyagari (1994), taxing labor income

can have the bene�t of reducing risk. This insurance motive for taxation calls for high labor

taxes and low capital taxes and goes against the redistribution motive. We argue that the

VP approach can serve as a useful way to disentangle the redistribution motive from the

insurance motive.3

Our paper proposes two distinct, novel ideas: a method to measure value (contribution

mechanism) and a normative principle (VP). We discuss alternatives to each of those ideas

after the numerical example. Regarding normative principles, two commonly used principles

are the equal sacri�ce principle and the Rawlsian principle. We show how to formalize these

two alternative principles and compute the corresponding social welfare weights using our

contribution mechanism. Conversely, we also discuss how the VP principle can be formalized

using alternative contribution mechanisms. In particular, we provide a family of contribution

mechanisms that computes the weighted average marginal value of endowments and which

includes our mechanism as a special case in which all the weight is concentrated at one point.

We show that, if utilities are homogeneous, each one of those coincides with our contribution

mechanism. We also discuss how to compute the contribution of individuals to welfare using

the Shapley (1953) value.

Our paper is related to, and establishes a link between, several distinct strands of lit-

erature. It is motivated by the macroeconomic literature that uses social welfare functions

in environments where the welfare theorems do not hold because of market incompleteness

or tax distortions. In this literature, it is common practice to use the sum of individual

utilities, with equal weights, as the social objective.4 Instead, we obtain endogenous welfare

weights using the value preserving principle.5 We use a standard optimal taxation example

to show how VP weights can be computed (in some cases analytically) and to illustrate that

the choice of weights can be crucial for the conclusions o¤ered in that literature.

In more recent contributions on optimal taxation, Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante

(2014), Weinzierl (2014), Saez and Stantcheva (2015) and Fleurbaey and Maniquet (2014)

have considered alternatives to the equal weights approach.6 Heathcote et al (2014) present

an analytically tractable model with several frictions including incomplete markets, distor-

tionary taxation and externalities. They use the Negishi weights from the corresponding

�rst best economy to determine the optimal tax progressivity in their environment with

3Throughout the paper, we use the term redistribution to refer to ex-ante redistribution and distinguish

this from insurance which can be thought of as redistribution after the resolution of uncertainty.
4Aiyagari (1995), Domeij and Heathcote (2004), Abraham and Carceles-Poveda (2010) and Anagnos-

topoulos et al (2012) use this social objective for taxation problems. Davila et al (2012) use it to compare

the constrained e¢ cient allocations to the competitive equilibrium allocations in an economy with incomplete

markets.
5Endogenous and time varying Pareto weights are also computed in the literature on endogenous incomplete

markets arising from the presence of limited commitment (see for example Kehoe and Perri (2002). In that

literature, however, the set of initial Pareto weights are exogenously given and it is exactly those initial

weights that our approach aims to determine endogenously.
6 In an earlier contribution, Benabou (2002) uses a social welfare function that focuses on e¢ ciency and

abstracts from equity concerns to study taxation and education policy.
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frictions. In contrast, our VP weights depend on the nature of the friction because they

take into account the fact that the value of an endowment can change depending on the

friction. We view our method as an extension of Negishi to environments with frictions.

Weinzierl (2014) presents survey evidence which provides support for the incorporation of

the principle of equal sacri�ce into the social objective. In an application, he uses a social

welfare function which includes a utilitarian component but penalizes deviations from equal

sacri�ce and shows that such an objective can explain a number of features of US tax policy.

In contrast we follow a normative approach and we consider a di¤erent principle. Crucially,

because we use our contribution mechanism to measure value, our approach yields alloca-

tions that are invariant under non-uniform a¢ ne transformations of utilities. This stands

in contrast to existing applications of the sacri�ce principle where utility levels are used to

measure value. These have the undesirable feature that allocations change when a constant

is added to utilities or when utilities are multiplied by a positive scalar. We brie�y discuss

how our contribution mechanism can be used to avoid this issue even when the equal sacri�ce

principle is used.

Saez and Stantcheva (2015) propose a non welfarist approach to optimal tax theory

that can accommodate di¤erent principles or redistribution preferences. In particular, the

authors derive optimal taxes by applying marginal social welfare weights, that are inspired

by di¤erent fairness principles, directly to earning levels. Instead, Fleurbaey and Maniquet

(2014) show that one can incorporate di¤erent fairness principles into the standard social

welfare framework to do optimal taxation by treating utilities as normative indices that

embed these ethical principles. Our work is complementary to these two papers. We use a

welfarist approach but obtain the implications for optimal taxation for a speci�c principle

that takes a stand on social preferences about redistribution. As stated earlier, the VP

principle we propose is closely related to Mankiw (2010), who argues that an individual�s

compensation should re�ect his or her social contribution, but without providing an explicit

formalization. Our paper can be viewed as a formalization of this idea.

The VP principle is also related to the literature on values of cooperative games, even

though our approach is not game theoretical. Shapley (1969) determines endogenously indi-

vidual weights to enable the interpersonal comparison of utilities in �nite cooperative games

with non-transferable utilities. For a pure exchange complete market economy, these weights

equate for every trader his contribution to the welfare of the grand coalition (i.e. his Shapley

(1953) value ) with the weighted utility he obtains from the optimal �nal allocation of the re-

sources of the grand coalition. The resulting allocation is called a value allocation. Aumann

(1975) uses a similar idea to determine individual weights endogenously for non-atomic pure

exchange economies.7 He proves, for di¤erentiable utilities, that the set of value allocations

coincides with the set of Walrasian allocations, and hence the proposed weights coincide with

the Negishi weights. This result only holds for non atomic pure exchange economies with

complete markets and no production. Our approach is di¤erent. We measure the value of a

trader via the contribution of his initial endowments to the total welfare without the use of

7 In Aumann (1975), the value used is an axiomatic extension of the Shapley value for non-atomic games

derived in Aumann and Shapley (1974)
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any game theoretic notion. The equivalence between Walrasian and VP allocations that we

derive holds for any Arrow-Debreu complete market economy, with or without production,

and with a �nite number of agents or a continuum of agents with a �nite number of types.

Finally, our axiomatic approach is related to the literature on cost allocation as in Mir-

man and Tauman (1982) and Samet and Tauman (1982). The latter is the one most closely

related to our work. The authors characterize axiomatically the marginal cost pricing mech-

anism for continuously di¤erentiable functions that contain no �xed costs component. Our

axiomatization di¤ers from theirs in several respects. To accommodate utility functions that

are widely used in the macroeconomic literature, we allow for welfare functions that do not

necessarily vanish at zero and we also allow for utilities that need not be continuously di¤er-

entiable at zero. The most fundamental di¤erence, however, is in the set of axioms. Their

approach relies on the axiom of additivity which in our context would assert that the contri-

bution of a bundle of goods to the sum of two welfare functions is the sum of the contribution

of that bundle to each of them separately. This axiom can be justi�ed as an accounting con-

vention in the context of cost functions, but it is harder to justify in the context of welfare

functions. We dispose of the additivity axiom and the consistency axiom and replace them

by the more appealing separability axiom.8

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de�nes in general terms the social opti-

mization problem we are interested in and Section 3 de�nes and discusses the VP principle.

Section 4 presents the axiomatic approach to de�ne the contribution of a bundle of goods to

a welfare function and proves the main theorem. Section 5 provides a characterization of the

value preserving weights for an Arrow-Debreu economy. Section 6 provides an application

of the theory to an optimal taxation example. Section 7 discusses alternative principles and

contribution mechanisms and Section 8 summarizes and concludes.

2. The Economy

Consider an economy with L goods that are indexed by l 2 f1; :::; Lg, I agents indexed
by i 2 f1; 2; :::; Ig and J �rms that are indexed by j 2 f1; 2; :::; Jg.9 Let RL be the L-
dimensional Euclidean space, let RL+ be the nonnegative orthant of RL and let RL++ be the
positive orthant of RL. We let wi =

�
wi1; :::w

i
L

�
2 RL+ be the vector of initial good allocations

(or endowments) of agent i 2 I and w =
�
w1; :::; wI

�
2 RLI+ be the vector of initial good

allocations. Similarly, xi =
�
xi1; :::; x

i
L

�
2 RL+ represents the vector of �nal allocations of

agent i and x =
�
x1; :::; xI

�
2 RLI+ is the vector of �nal allocations.

A �rm is identi�ed with a production plan zj 2 RL. Let z =
�
z1; :::; zJ

�
2 RLJ and let

�ij 2 R+ be the initial share of agent i in �rm j so that
PI
i=1 �

i
j = 1 for all j. Finally, let

ui
�
xi
�
be the utility function of agent i. It is assumed that each ui is continuous on RL+.

De�nition 1. Social Optimization Problem. A social optimization problem (SOP)

is one that maximizes the weighted sum of utilities under constraints, where the individual

8From a technical perspective, we also provide a much simpler proof that does not rely on the Riesz

representation theorem.
9 In order to reduce notation we also use L to denote the set of goods f1; :::; Lg. We follow a similar

convention for I and J throughout the paper.
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weights are � = (�i)i2I , �i � 0 for all i and
PI
i=1 �i = 1. The resulting value function

F� (w) : RLI+ ! R is a social welfare function (SWF) provided that the maximum exists,

which is the case if utilities are continuous and the constraints de�ne a compact subset of

RLI+ � RLJ+ for every w 2 RLI+ . Formally,

F� (w) � max
x;z

IX
i=1

�iui
�
xi
�
s.t. (1)

xi 2 RL+, i = 1; :::; I

gs (x; z; w) � 0, s = 1; :::; S

where gs : RLI+ � RLJ+ � RLI+ ! R. The inequalities gs (x; z; w) � 0 are constraints on the

economy and the sets f(x; z; w) jgs (x; z; w) � 0 for all sg are compact.
For a simple example consider a pure exchange economy with complete markets. The

social welfare function in such a setting will be

F� (w) = max
(xi)i2I

IX
i=1

�iui
�
xi
�

xi 2 RL+, i = 1; :::; I
IX
i=1

xi �
IX
i=1

wi

In this case the social welfare function depends only on the aggregate endowments W �PI
i=1w

i 2 RL+ so that one could write instead an alternative welfare function G� (W ) with
G� : RL+ ! R. In general, F� depends on the distribution of endowments w and not just on
the aggregate endowmentW , that is, goods will have to be treated as di¤erentiated according

to who holds them. This example is also particular in the sense that the constraints are linear

whereas in other SOPs, the constraints might not be linear or even convex and the social

welfare function may not be concave.

3. Value Preserving (VP) Welfare Weights

Our objective is to determine welfare weights � or, equivalently, to choose one out of the

constrained Pareto optimal allocations. The approach we propose is inspired by Aumann

(1975) and Shapley (1969) who select weights so that each individual�s allocation is related

to their contribution to society. It di¤ers substantially from the aforementioned papers in

terms of how this contribution is measured and in terms of how the weights are chosen.

We measure the social value or social contribution of agents through their initial endow-

ments, i.e. through what they bring with them. Similarly, the value of a �nal allocation

of an individual is the contribution of the allocated bundle to their individual welfare. The

next section provides a mechanism that can be used to compute the contribution of a bundle

of goods to a welfare function, regardless of whether it is an individual utility function or a

social welfare function. In this section, we take such a mechanism as given and describe the

value preserving principle.

Denote ~wi =
�
0; :::; 0; wi; 0; ::; 0

�
2 RLI+ and notice that ~wi � w and

P
i ~w

i = w. Let

� = (�i)i2I and let C
�
F�; ~w

i; w
�
be the contribution of the bundle ~wi to the social welfare
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function F� generated by the weights � and the vector of initial bundles w. Similarly, the

contribution of the bundle xi to individual i�s welfare function �iui generated by the bundle

xi is C
�
�iui; x

i; xi
�
. In this case, we can simplify notation and write C

�
�iui; x

i
�
.10 Given the

private and social contributions, welfare is allocated so that the value of the �nal allocation

to an individual is proportional to the value of the individual�s initial endowment bundle to

society.

De�nition 2. Value Preserving (VP) Weights and Allocations. Consider a SOP
with weights � = (�i)i2I , let x� 2 RLI+ be a maximizer and F� (w) be the corresponding

maximized value. The weights � = (�i)i2I and the �nal bundle allocation x� are value

preserving i¤
C
�
�iui; x

i
�

�
C (F�; ~wi; w)

=
C
�
�huh; x

h
�

�
C (F�; ~wh; w)

for all i; h 2 I (2)

The contribution of the initial allocation ~wi of agent i 2 I to social welfare is C
�
F�; ~w

i; w
�
.

Similarly, the contribution of the �nal bundle xi� to the private welfare function �iui is

C
�
�iui; x

i
�

�
. Thus, under VP weights, the ratio of the social to the private contribution

is equalized across all individuals. To put it di¤erently, the private contribution of an in-

dividual is proportional to his social contribution, where the proportion is the same for all

individuals.

In the following section, we characterize the contribution mechanism by a set of three ax-

ioms. Subsequently, we show that, for Arrow-Debreu complete market economies, VP weights

coincide with the Negishi weights and VP allocations coincide with competitive equilibrium

allocations. Thus, our principle can be thought of as weighing individuals according to what

they could obtain through voluntary trade.

There is a range of views on whether such a principle can be thought of as just.11 Recently,

Mankiw (2010) has argued, in the libertarian tradition, that this is indeed the case. Referring

to a similar principle, Aumann (1975) suggests instead the term "reasonable compromise"

as opposed to "equitable solution". A very di¤erent perspective underlies the commonly

used approach of assigning equal weights to all individuals, which is often justi�ed using

an argument based on the original position �behind the veil of ignorance�.12 Our paper

does not attempt to o¤er new arguments in favor of libertarian principles. Heterogeneity in

endowments and utilities is assumed exogenously and any concept of justice would necessarily

have to address the causes of this initial heterogeneity. The VP principle could be deemed just

if one believed that all of the initial heterogeneity is deserved. Equal weights would be easier

to justify if all heterogeneity were due to luck. We view these two assumptions regarding

initial heterogeneity as the two extremes of a spectrum. The equal weights approach has

been extensively used in macroeconomics. VP weights formalize an alternative extreme.
Mechanically, condition (2) provides equations that can be used to endogenously solve

for the weights �. Alternative principles, such as the equal sacri�ce principle or the Rawlsian

10We have assumed that the individual welfare function depends only on xi and not any xh, h 6= i. It

would be straightforward to de�ne ui on RLI+ , i.e. to allow for individual utilities that depend on the whole
distribution x. In that case, the contribution would be denoted C

�
�iui; ~x

i; x
�
.

11See the introduction and, speci�cally, footnote 1.
12See Harsanyi (1953, 1955).
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principle, which could be used instead of the VP principle to determine weights are discussed

in Section 7. We note here that the VP principle di¤ers from the principle of equal sacri�ce

used by Weinzierl (2014) and, earlier by Young (1988, 1990) in a fundamental way: private

and social values are de�ned for the same economy. In contrast, the equal sacri�ce principle

de�nes sacri�ce by comparing allocations to a benchmark economy that is di¤erent than

the economy in question. This introduces a certain level of arbitrariness in the choice of

how to de�ne the benchmark economy. For example, in tax applications this could be the

economy with frictions but without a government or it could be the frictionless economy. Our

approach avoids this di¢ cult choice because it does not rely on such a benchmark economy.

4. Axiomatic Approach

In this section, we introduce an axiomatic approach to characterize the per unit contribution

of a good to a welfare function. Let m be the number of goods and let w = (w1; :::; wm) 2 Rm+
denote a bundle of these goods.13 Let (x; y) 2 Rm �Rm. We write x >> y i¤ xl > yl for all
1 � l � m. We write x > y i¤ xl � yl for all 1 � l � m and xl > yl for at least one l. We

write x � y i¤ xl � yl for all 1 � l � m. Let Fm be the set of all real valued functions F

which are continuously di¤erentiable (cd) on Rm+n f0g.
De�nition 3. Per unit Contribution Mechanism. A per unit contribution mecha-

nism for commodity j, 1 � j � m, is a function bCj (�; �) which associates with every integer
m � 1, and every (F;w), F 2 Fm, w 2 Rm+n f0g an element bCj (F;w) 2 R.

The function bCj (F;w) measures the per unit contribution of the jth commodity to the
welfare function F when the overall bundle of goods is w. Next, we present three axioms

that uniquely determine the per unit contribution of a good.

Axiom 1: Rescaling. Let F 2 Fm and G 2 Fm. Suppose that

F (x) = qG (r1x1; ::; rmxm) + c

where q 6= 0 and c are real numbers and r 2 Rm++. Then for every j, 1 � j � m

bCj (F;w) = qrj bCj (G; r1w1; ::; rmwm)
for all w 2 Rm+n f0g.
This axiom requires that the per unit contribution is independent of the units of measure-

ment of the goods. Consider an economy where the only good is apples (m = 1), let x denote

apple allocations in kilograms and let F (x) be the welfare function. Let G(x) represent the

same welfare as F but with the argument x measured in grams. In this example r = 1000,

q = 1, c = 0 and F (x) = G (1000x). Then, bCj (F;w) is the per kilogram contribution of

w kilograms of apples to the welfare F and bCj (G; 1000w) is the per gram contribution of

1000w grams (=w kilograms) of apples to the welfare G. The axiom requires that the per

13This means the welfare function has m arguments. To relate to the notation of the previous section,

in the case of an individual welfare function, or in the case where the social welfare function depends only

on aggregate endowments, m = L. When the social welfare function depends on the whole distribution of

endowments, then m = LI.
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kilogram contribution of w kilograms is the same as 1000 times the per gram contribution

of 1000w grams of apples bCj (F;w) = 1000 bCj (G; 1000w)
We also allow for the rescaling of the units of utils (which measure the level of welfare).

If we change every original util into q new utils, the contribution in terms of the new utils

should be q times that of the original utils. For example, consider an economy in which the

value of a welfare function G is measured in dollars. Let F represent the same welfare as

G except that F is measured in cents, namely F (x) = 100G (x). In this case, the axiom

requires that bCj (F;w) = 100 bCj (G;w) for 1 � j � m. Finally, since F and F + c represent

the same welfare function, it is also required that the per unit contribution mechanism is

invariant under a scalar shift of welfare functions.

Axiom 2 (Separability). Let w 2 Rm+n f0g and let (Ar)
k
r=1 be a partition of f1; :::;mg

with cardinality jArj = mr and
Pk
r=1mr = m. Let F 2 Fm and F r 2 Fmr , 1 � r � k.

Suppose that for all x 2 Rm+

F (x) = F 1
�
x1
�
+ :::+ F k

�
xk
�

where xr denotes the projection of x on the coordinates of Ar. Then for every 1 � r � k

and j 2 Ar. bCj (F;w) = bCj (F r; wr)
This axiom refers to the special case where the set of goods can be separated into groups

that are independent from each other, in the sense that the e¤ect of one group on the welfare

function is independent from the e¤ect of other groups. In a typical economic optimization

problem, this happens when all utilities and constraints are separable with respect to di¤erent

groups of goods. For example, consider the individual welfare function in a multi-period

endowment economy with perishable goods, no trade and utility that is additively separable

across time. Then each period�s bundle of endowments adds to individual welfare (the sum

over time of period utilities) only through that period�s utility function. The axiom requires

that, in this case, the per unit contribution of a good in a given period to the individual�s

welfare equals the per unit contribution of that good to that period�s utility.

Let X � Rm be a compact set and let kFk1X represent the C1 (X)-norm of F , de�ned by

kFk1X = max
x2X

24jF (x)j+ mX
j=1

���� @F@xj (x)
����
35

De�nition 4. Let F 2 Fm and w 2 Rm+n f0g. We say that bCj (F;w) is continuous at
(F;w) if for every � > 0 there exists � > 0 and � > 0 such that for all ew, wj � ewj � wj + �,
1 � j � m, and for all G 2 Fm

kF �Gk1X(w;�) < � !
��� bCj (F;w)� bCj (G; ew)��� < �
10



where X (w; �) is the box de�ned by14

X (w; �) = �mj=1 [wj ; wj + �]

Axiom 3: (Continuity). bCj (�; �) is continuous at (F;w) for all F 2 Fm and w 2
Rm+n f0g.

Theorem 1 asserts that there is a unique per unit contribution mechanism that satis�es

the above three axioms up to a scalar multiplication.

Theorem 1. A per unit contribution mechanism bCj (�; �) satis�es Axioms 1-3 for 1 � j �
m i¤ there exists � 2 R++ such that for all m � 1, 1 � j � m, F 2 Fm and w 2 Rm+n f0g

bCj (F;w) = � @F
@xj

(w) (3)

The (positive) constant � is universal, namely, it is the same constant for all pairs (F;w).

If I : R! R is the identity function (I (x) � x) then � = bC (I; 1). By Theorem 1, bC (F;w) =
�rF (w), where bC (F;w) = � bC1 (F;w) ; :::; bCm (F;w)�

The theorem asserts that the per contribution of a good de�ned by (3) satis�es the three

axioms and vice versa, any contribution mechanism that satis�es the three axioms must be

given by (3). The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in Appendix A.

Even though the setup of the theorem makes no reference to markets, an interpretation

that we �nd useful in what follows is to think of the gradient rF (w) of the welfare function
as a vector of (shadow) prices.

Finally, we de�ne the overall contribution of a bundle of goods as follows.

De�nition 5. Contribution Mechanism. De�ne the set D as follows:

D =
��
F;w0; w

�
jF 2 Fm for some m, w 2 Rm+n f0g , 0 � w0 � w

	
A contribution mechanism is a function C (�; �; �) which associates with every (F;w0; w) 2

D an element C (F;w0; w) 2 R, where

C
�
F;w0; w

�
=

mX
j=1

w0j bCj (F;w)
Note that the contribution mechanism C (F;w0; w) represents the overall contribution of

the bundle w0 � w to any welfare function F 2 Fm when the initial bundle is w 2 Rm+n f0g.

14Since some of the coordinates of w may be zero, we only consider the right neighbourhood of w.
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5. Value Preserving Weights for Arrow-Debreu Economies

When the fundamental welfare theorems hold, the Negishi approach yields welfare weights

such that a Pareto optimal allocation chosen by maximizing a weighted sum of individual

welfare functions (utilities) coincides with the Walrasian allocation. We show in this section

that, in such environments, our approach also yields the Walrasian allocation. Thus, VP

weights coincide with Negishi weights and VP allocations coincide with Walrasian alloca-

tions in Arrow-Debreu complete market economies. We prove this result for economies with

homothetic technologies. The result can be extended to the general case of non-homothetic

technologies with a straightforward modi�cation of the VP concept which we discuss at the

end of the section.

5.1. Competitive Equilibrium. Each �rm j has a convex production set Zj � RL.
A production plan zj belongs to the production set Zj i¤ fj

�
zj
�
� 0, where fj

�
zj
�
sum-

marizes the technological constraints. We assume that fj : RL ! R is twice continuously
di¤erentiable, fj (0) � 0 and 5fj

�
zj
�
>> 0 for all j 2 J . Each �rm j maximizes pro�ts and

solves:

max
zj
pzj s.t. fj

�
zj
�
� 0

where p 2 RL+ is the vector of commodity prices. Since fj is continuous, fj
�
zj
�
= 0 for any

maximizer zj .

Each household is initially endowed with wi 2 RL+ units of the goods and �ij � 0 shares
of each �rm j, with

PI
i=1 �

i
j = 1 for all j 2 J . Each household�s utility is represented by

a twice continuously di¤erentiable, strictly increasing and concave function ui : RL+ ! R.
Household i takes p, wi as well as �ij , z

j for all j 2 J as given and solves:

max
xi

ui
�
xi
�
s.t.

pxi = pwi +

JX
j=1

�ijpz
j

The Lagrangian for this problem is:

Li = ui
�
xi
�
+ �i

0@pwi +X
j

�ijpz
j � pxi

1A
Assuming an interior solution, the �rst order conditions for i = 1; :::; I with respect to xil,

l = 1; :::L imply:

@ui
�
xi
�

@xil
= pl�i (4)

Let E be the set of all economies described above. For each e 2 E, we describe next the
family of corresponding social optimization problems.

12



5.2. Social Optimization Problem. The corresponding social optimization problem

with welfare weights � = (�i)
I
i=1 is given by:

F� (w) = max
x;z

IX
i=1

�iui
�
xi
�
s.t.

IX
i=1

xi =
IX
i=1

wi +
JX
j=1

zj

fj
�
zj
�
� 0 for j = 1; :::; J

The Lagrangian is:

L =
IX
i=1

�iui
�
xi
�
+

LX
l=1

�l

0@ IX
i=1

wi +
JX
j=1

zjl �
IX
i=1

xil

1A+ JX
j=1

�jf
�
zj
�

Denote the maximizing production plan by z� (w) =
�
z1� (w) ; :::; z

J
� (w)

�
and the maximiz-

ing consumption allocation by x� (w) =
�
x1� (w) ; :::; x

I
� (w)

�
.15 Assuming again an interior

solution, it must be that
@ui

�
xi� (w)

�
@xil

=
�l
�i

(5)

5.3. Equivalence of VP and Negishi weights. Consider �rst constant returns to scale

technologies so that �rms make zero pro�ts. That is, assume that z 2 Zj implies qz 2 Zj for
all q 2 R+. Proposition 1 states the result for such homothetic technologies.

Proposition 1. Consider an economy e 2 E and suppose that technologies are homo-

thetic. Let �I =
n
� 2 RI+j

PI
i=1 �i = 1

o
. Then, � 2 �I is a value preserving weight i¤ it is

a Negishi weight for the initial endowments w =
�
w1; :::; wI

�
2 RLI+ n f0g of the economy.

The proof is provided in Appendix A.

It is straightforward to extend this result to general technologies by extending the de-

�nition of the initial endowments. To ensure the equivalence of VP and Negishi weights

even for environments where �rms can have positive pro�ts, one needs to include in the

contribution of an individual not only their initial bundle of commodities wi but also their

ownership of �rms. The way to do this is to consider the equilibrium production plans of

the �rms
�
zj (w)

�J
j=1
, multiplied by the shares of individual i in each �rm

�
�ij
�
j2J as part of

that individual�s initial endowments. To be precise, de�ne the modi�ed initial endowment

of individual i as

yi � wi +
JX
j=1

�ijz
j (w) ; i 2 I

and let ~yi =
�
0; :::; 0; yi; 0; ::; 0

�
2 RLI+ . Then measure the contribution of i to social wel-

fare F� (w) through these modi�ed initial endowments ~yi so that this contribution is now

15Note that both the value F� and the allocations x�, z� are written as functions of the whole distribution

of endowments w in order to conform to the notation used in previous sections. Clearly, in this case, these

can be written as functions of the aggregate endowment only.
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C
�
F�; ~y

i; w
�
. The value preserving weights � = (�1; :::; �I) are now the solution to:

C
�
�iui; x

i
� (w)

�
C
�
�huh; x

h
� (w)

� = C
�
F�; ~y

i; w
�

C (F�; ~yh; w)
for all i; h 2 I

With this modi�cation, replacing ~wi =
�
0; :::; 0; wi; 0; ::; 0

�
by ~yi it is easy to verify that

Proposition 1 holds true and the VP weights coincide with the Negishi weights for production

technologies that are convex, even if the technologies are not homothetic.

Proposition 1 implies that, in a �rst best environment a planner allocating goods to

individuals by maximizing a weighted sum of utilities with VP (or Negishi) weights chooses

a Walrasian allocation, i.e. individuals obtain an allocation that they can achieve through

voluntary trade. One can compare such an allocation to another Pareto optimal allocation

that arises from equal weights (EW) and can be justi�ed by appealing to a "behind the veil

of ignorance" argument. In the latter, the planner would equalize marginal utility of wealth

across consumers under standard assumptions (see Mas-Colell et al (1995)). Clearly, the two

methods are very di¤erent with regard to the desirability of redistribution and can lead to

very di¤erent allocations.

Moving away from �rst best environments, it is standard practice amongst macroecono-

mists to take the equal weights approach, partly because the Negishi approach is not ap-

plicable. An important exception to this is Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2014)

who compute the Negishi weights for a �rst-best version of their model and apply the same

weights to their model which incorporates externalities, incomplete markets and distortionary

taxes.16 This would be equivalent to the VP approach if the value of a good in the economy

with frictions were the same as in the corresponding �rst best economy, i.e. equal to the

competitive price in the frictionless economy. The VP approach di¤ers because it incorpo-

rates the value of each good in the actual (distorted) economy, where the value is measured

using the marginal increase in social welfare arising from an increase in the available good

in question.

6. An Application to Optimal Taxation

This section uses variations of an optimal taxation problem to illustrate how our method can

be applied in practice and to hint on the potential importance of the choice of weights for

such problems by comparing the VP allocations to the case of equal weights. The structure

of the model is standard in the optimal (Ramsey) taxation literature. First, the government

announces and commits to a tax policy. Subsequently, and given the tax policy, households

and �rms make decisions in a standard competitive equilibrium model. We provide �rst a

general result which characterizes optimal policy in a benchmark scenario where the gov-

ernment uses lump sum (non-distortionary) taxes. Subsequently, we consider a two period

version of a standard growth model with heterogeneous agents. From an applied perspec-

tive, we are mainly interested in environments with distortionary capital and labor taxes and

incomplete markets. For these we do not have analytical results so we resort to numerical

computations Although the model is stylized, it is rich enough to allow the analysis of op-

16Other exceptions include Benabou (2002), Weinzierl (2014) and Saez and Stantcheva (2015).
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timal tax policy as an instrument for revenue-raising, insurance provision and redistribution

while under the restrictions imposed by the loss of e¢ ciency from distortionary taxation.

6.1. Lump Sum Taxation. Let G 2 RL+ be the total lump sum revenue needed to be

collected by the government. Let b� 2 RLI denote a tax policy, where b� il is the lump sum
tax (or transfer) of good l for agent i. We �rst de�ne the competitive equilibrium given a

feasible tax policy b� 2 RLI such that Pi2I b� i = G.
De�nition 3. Given G, a competitive equilibrium with respect to a lump sum tax policyb� is a tuple (bx; bz;b� ; bp), where bxi 2 RL+, bzj 2 RL, b� i 2 RL, bp 2 RL+, i 2 I, j 2 J such that:

X
i2I

bxi =
X
i2I
wi �G+

JX
j=1

bzj (6)

fj
�bzj� � 0, for all j 2 J (7)X
i2I
b� i = G (8)

bzj maximizes bpzj over �zj jfj �zj� � 0	 ; j 2 J (9)

bxi maximizes ui �xi� over
8<:xi 2 RL+jbpxi � bp

0@wi � b� i +X
j2J

�ji bzj
1A9=; , i 2 I (10)

We refer to bp as a competitive price with respect to b� .
For the study of the optimal taxation problem, we consider all feasible lump sum tax poli-

cies and their corresponding competitive equilibria. Namely, the planner faces the following

set of constraints bL (G) on allocations:
bL (G) = �(bx; bz) jthere exist b� 2 RIL and bp 2 RL+ s.t. (bx; bz;b� ; bp) satis�es (6)-(10)	

The social welfare function of the Ramsey taxation problem can then be de�ned as17

bF� (w) = max
x;z

X
i2I
�iui

�
xi
�
s.t. (x; z) 2 bL (G) (11)

A weight � is a VP weight with respect to bF� (w) i¤
5 bF� (w) ~wi
5 bF� (w) ~wh = �i 5 ui

�bxi�� bxi�
�h 5 uh

�bxh�� bxh� ; i; h 2 I
where bx� is a maximizer of (11).

As in Proposition 1, we maintain the assumptions of smooth and concave utilities, smooth

and convex technologies as well as technologies that are homothetic.18

Proposition 2. LetW �G >> 0 whereW =
P
i2I w

i. A lump sum tax policy b� is a VP
tax and � 2 �I is the corresponding VP weight i¤ bpb� i = bpwibpW bpG, where bp is the competitive
price with respect to b� .
17This formulation is known as the primal approach to the Ramsey taxation problem, where the government

chooses allocations subject to implementability constraints.
18We can dispense with homotheticity by modifying the initial bundle as is done right after Proposition 1.
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The proof of Proposition 2 appears in the appendix. The proposition shows that VP

taxes require each agent�s overall tax liability to be proportional to that agent�s share of

initial wealth bpwi. It is easy to verify that
p̂wi

p̂wh
=
p̂
�
wi � �̂ i

�
p̂
�
wh � �̂h

� = p̂xi

p̂xh
; i; h 2 I

which means that the before-tax and after-tax distributions of wealth (and, hence, expendi-

ture) are the same. In the special case where the government does not need to raise revenue

(G = 0), b� i = 0 for all i is a VP tax.19
An Example with closed form solution. Consider an economy with two periods

t = 1; 2, a continuum of identical �rms and three traded goods in each period: a �nal

(consumption) good, capital services and labor. In each period t, a representative �rm rents

capitalKt�1 and labor Nt at competitive prices Rt and !t and uses them as inputs to produce

a consumption good Yt using a constant returns to scale technology

Yt = K
�
t�1N

1��
t , t = 1; 2 (12)

where 0 < � < 1.

The economy is populated by a continuum of households represented by the interval

[0; 1]. Households are of two types which are indexed by i = 1; 2. A proportion �i of

households is initially endowed with ki0 units of capital, with �1 + �2 = 1. This is the only

source of heterogeneity across the two types of households and the initial distribution of

capital (k10; k20) is given exogenously.20 Households are also endowed with Xit = X units

of time in each period which can be allocated to labor or leisure. In each period, households

decide on the supply of labor nit and capital services kit to that period�s �rm and on their

demand for �nal goods. The �nal goods in period 1 can be consumed ci1 or saved ki1 (i.e.

transformed one-to-one to capital services for period 2 production). In period 2, the �nal

goods bought are consumed ci2. Finally, the government needs to raise a revenue of G1 units

of the �nal good in period one and can use type-dependent lump sum taxes/transfers � i.

The period-by-period budget constraints of a household of type i can thus be written as

ci1 + ki1 = R1ki0 + !1ni1 � � i
ci2 = R2ki1 + !2ni2 (13)

and the government budget is

G1 = �1�1 + (1� �1) �2 (14)

Although we have speci�ed the sequential trade version of the household budgets, com-

plete markets ensure the date-0 trade version is equivalent. As a result, this model can
19Note that the VP tax b� is not uniquely determined in this case unless the tax is only on one good. Every

� such that bpb� i = bp� i for all i 2 I is a VP tax as well.
20There are clearly many dimensions of household heterogeneity one could consider such as wealth, ability

or preferences. Given the illustrative purpose of this application, we choose to focus on initial wealth hetero-

geneity only. We view this as a natural starting point given the abundance of existing work on taxation that

focuses on this type of heterogeneity.
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be cast in the general Arrow-Debreu notation of the previous section. This is achieved

by de�ning, for the representative of type i, endowments wi = (0; 0; �iki0; 0; �iXi1; �iXi2),

production plans z1 = (Y1; 0;�K0; 0;�N1; 0), z2 = (0; Y2; 0;�K1; 0;�N2), allocations xi =
(�i (ci1 + ki1) ; �ici2; 0;��iki1; �i (Xi1 � ni1) ; �i (Xi2 � ni2)) and policyG = (G1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0),
� i = (�i� i; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0). Using the fact that the �nal good at t = 1 and the capital service at

t = 2 are the same good and normalizing their common price to one, the price vector can be

written as p =
�
1; 1R2 ; R1; 1; !1;

!2
R2

�
. By Proposition 2, it follows that the VP tax satis�es

�V Pi =
R1ki0 + !1Xi1 +

!2
R2
Xi2

R1K0 + !1X + !2
R2
X

G1 (15)

By (15), the representative household of type i is liable for a proportion of the overall tax

burden G1. The proportion is given by the household�s share of the overall present value of

endowments, with each endowment valued at the competitive equilibrium prices. Although

this characterizes VP taxes, it is not a full solution since prices are endogenous. An example

with an explicit solution can be constructed by assuming logarithmic utility (identical across

households)

u (ci1; ci2) = log (ci1) + � log (ci2) (16)

where 0 < � < 1. Logarithmic utility allows for a closed form solution of the competitive

equilibrium given tax policy. Speci�cally, aggregate capital and prices are independent of

taxes and given by21

K1 =
��

1 + ��
[R1K0 + !1N1 �G1]

Rt = �K��1
t�1N

1��
t , t = 1; 2

!t = (1� �)K�
t�1N

��
t , t = 1; 2

The corresponding individual consumption allocations fc�i1 (� ; w) ; c�i2 (� ; w)g
2
i=1, which

depend on taxes and endowments, can then be substituted in the weighted average of utilities

to solve for Ramsey taxes in the following problem22

F� (w) = max
�

2X
i=1

�i�i [log c
�
i1 (� ; w) + � log c

�
i2 (� ; w)]

where
P2
i=1 �i�i = 1. Furthermore, the Ramsey maximization problem can be solved analyt-

ically to yield a tax policy �RA (w; �), consumption allocations
�
cRAi1 (w; �) ; cRAi2 (w; �)

	2
i=1

and a social welfare function

F� (w) =

2X
i=1

�i�i

�
log

�
�i

1 + ��

�
+ � log (�i)

�
+log (R1K0 + !1N1 �G1)+� log

�
AK�

1N
1��
2

�
21Appendix B provides a detailed derivation for this example. Note that leisure is not valued in the

utility which implies trivially an inelastic supply of labor, nit = Xit for all i; t. We use nit, Nt, Xit and X

interchangeably.
22This formulation follows the dual approach where taxes are chosen directly. It is equivalent to the primal

approach where allocations are chosen subject to implementability as an equilibrium with taxes.
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The closed form solution for F� allows us to explicitly �nd its partial derivatives and thus

write the social contribution of a household of type i. Recall that the contribution is given

by 5F� (w) ~wi. Since the only non-zero elements of ~wi are the endowments ki0, Xi1 and Xi2,
we only need to obtain three partial derivatives for each type i. Some manipulations and use

of equilibrium relations yield

@F� (w)

@ (�iki0)
=

1 + ��

INC1 �G1
R1

@F� (w)

@ (�iXi1)
=

1 + ��

INC1 �G1
!1

@F� (w)

@ (�iXi2)
=

1 + ��

INC1 �G1
!2
R2

where INC1 = R1K1 + w1X1 is aggregate income in period 1.

The result is consistent with the general result that the gradient is proportional to the

equilibrium price vector (see the proof of Proposition 2). Thus the contribution of ~wi to

F� (w) is

C
�
F�; ~w

i; w
�
=

1 + ��

INC1 �G1
�i

�
R1ki0 + !1Xi1 +

!2
R2
Xi2

�
The contribution of the individual bundle of goods xi to the individual welfare function

�i�iu (ci1; ci2) is

C (�i�iu; x) = �i�i
1

cRAi1 (w; �)
cRAi1 (w; �) + �i�i�

1

cRAi2 (w; �)
cRAi2 (w; �)

Applying the de�nition of VP weights and allocations in (2), VP weights are

�V Pi =
R1ki0 + !1Xi1 +

!2
R2
Xi2

R1K0 + !1X + !2
R2
X

(17)

and by (15) �V Pi = �V Pi G1.

It is straightforward to obtain the optimal taxes under equal weights �EWi by solving

the Ramsey problem under the assumption �1 = �2 = 1. Equalization of marginal utilities

is a necessary condition for that problem and, in the current context, this implies perfect

equalization of consumption across individuals. The EW tax simply ensures that initial

wealth heterogeneity is wiped out

R1k10 � �EW1 = R1k20 � �EW2

and hence

�EWi = G1 +R1 (ki0 �K0) (18)

Comparing (15) to (18), we note that VP taxes are zero when the only motive for taxation

is redistribution (G1 = 0) whereas EW taxes do the exact opposite and ensure full redis-

tribution. When revenue needs to be raised (G1 > 0), both tax systems prescribe tax bills

that are linearly increasing in initial capital ki0. However, the VP approach prescribes a

�at tax rate on the present value of endowments whereas the EW tax (or subsidy) rates are

progressive, again with the objective of full redistribution.
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The VP weights �V Pi in this example are linearly increasing in ki0. Although the linearity

is due to the assumption of logarithmic utility, it can be shown that VP weights are increasing

in ki0 for a general CRRA utility. However, this property is particular to this example and

depends crucially on the fact that the gradient of the SWF is proportional to the equilibrium

price, meaning that the social value of each good does not depend on the type of individual

that brings it. In the following section, we consider environments with distortionary taxation

and incomplete markets where this is no longer true. In these environments, the social value

of a good is typically higher when it is brought by an agent with low wealth and high marginal

utility. As a result, depending on the parameterization and especially on the curvature of the

utility function, it is sometimes the case that VP weights are higher for the low ki0 agents.

6.2. Capital versus Labor Income Taxation. We now introduce restrictions on the

government�s ability to implement desirable allocations by limiting the available tax in-

struments as is standard in the Ramsey taxation literature. Speci�cally, we assume the

government can raise revenue through �at rate taxes �k on capital income and �n on labor

income. Since we maintain the assumption of no leisure in the utility, both capital and labor

income in the �rst period are inelastic.23 To have an interesting problem with distortionary

taxation, we now require the government to raise revenue in the second period instead of the

�rst, i.e. we let G1 = 0, G2 � 0. Relative to the model of the previous section, we replace
the individual budget constraints (13) with

ci1 + ki1 = R1ki0 + !1ni1

ci2 = (1� �k)R2ki1 + (1� �n)!2ni2 (19)

and the government budget (14) with

G2 = �kR2K1 + �n!2N2 (20)

We continue to assume the logarithmic utility function (16) which implies that labor

income taxation is non-distortionary. Therefore, the e¢ cient tax scheme, in the sense of

maximizing aggregate production Y2, is to tax only labor income. However, the choice of

welfare weights will determine societal preference for equality and that can con�ict with a

pure e¢ ciency objective. In what follows, we compare the prescribed optimal tax schemes

under VP and EW weights.

Since we no longer have an analytical solution available, we obtain allocations, taxes and

VP weights numerically based on the following parameter choices. The discount factor is

� = 0:9 and the capital income share in total income is set to � = 0:4. We assume the

two types of agents are of equal measure, �1 = 0:5, and normalize time endowments to one,

Xit = 1. Aggregate initial capital K0 is also normalized to one, with type 1 agents receiving

a fraction �(= �1k10
K0

) and type 2 agents receiving a fraction 1��. When � = �1(= 0:5) there
is no heterogeneity. As � is decreased towards zero, type 1 agents become progressively more

23We do not include the analysis of the endogenous labor supply case because it does not add new insights

about VP versus EW welfare functions.
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wealth-poor relative to type 2 agents. By varying � we can investigate the e¤ects of di¤erent

levels of wealth inequality on optimal taxation under VP weights and under EW weights.

Consider �rst the case G2 = 0. In this case, the only motive for taxation is redistribution.

Capital and labor tax rates are shown in Figure 1 as a function of initial wealth inequality

�.24. When agents are identical (� = 0:5) all taxes are zero regardless of the choice of

weights. Introducing wealth inequality (� < 0:5) does not change the zero tax prescription

under VP weights because these mute the redistribution motive.25 Equal weights, on the

other hand, introduce a strong preference for redistribution. As a result, as wealth inequality

increases towards � = 0 the EW approach prescribes increasing tax rates on capital income

and subsidy rates on labor income. This is because second period capital income is higher

for the type that has higher initial wealth whereas second period labor income is the same

for all types. Thus, this scheme redistributes from the higher wealth types to the lower

wealth types. Because the government is restricted to using distortionary capital income

taxes, it has to trade-o¤ the redistribution motive with e¢ ciency considerations. As a result,

redistribution is not perfect, but the capital tax clearly grows with the level of inequality.

Figure 1: Complete Markets, G2 = 0
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Consider now the case shown in Figure 2 in which the government needs to raise revenue,

G2 > 0. The e¢ cient way to raise revenue is by taxing labor income and not capital income

24We only plot the �gures for levels of inequality between 0 and 0.5, since the picture is symmetric for

inequality levels between 0.5 and 1.
25The fact that �k = �n = 0 is a VP tax policy can be shown by following arguments similar to those in

Proposition 2.
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and this is exactly the optimal tax scheme at � = 0:5 where agents are identical.26 Under

the EW approach, the higher the level of inequality, the stronger the incentive to tax capital

and lower taxes on labor income. If initial wealth inequality is large enough, this approach

can end up prescribing higher taxation for capital than for labor, purely for redistribution

purposes. This does not happen under VP tax rates, which are always higher for labor

income. However, VP taxes are not invariant to inequality levels. To understand this,

suppose that capital taxes remained at zero even when the overwhelming majority of initial

wealth is held by one of the types. That would imply that the fraction of the present value

of endowments paid in taxes to the government would be much higher for the wealth poor

than the wealth rich. In other words, using only labor taxes to raise revenues would imply

(reverse) redistribution. Instead, to respect the no redistribution principle, the labor tax

rate has to fall and the capital tax rate has to rise as inequality increases. Still, even for

large amount of inequality labor taxes remain above capital taxes.

To summarize, for both VP and EW weights, distributional concerns prevent the tax

scheme from being fully e¢ cient, but the EW approach requires a larger deviation because

it embeds a strong preference for equality.

Figure 2: Complete Markets, G2 > 0
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In addition to raising revenue and achieving redistribution, another motive for the use

of taxation by the government can be provided by the lack of insurance markets. In the

presence of idiosyncratic risk, and in the absence of private markets that can insure against

such risk, tax policy could play a role in providing such insurance. In our last modi�cation,
26 If agents derived utility from leisure, labor supply would be elastic and this would not be true necessarily.

However, we do not focus here on the level of capital versus labor taxes. Instead we are interested in the

e¤ect of an increase in inequality. The e¤ect on capital and labor income taxes described in what follows

applies equally to the case of endogenous labor supply.
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we introduce uninsurable idiosyncratic risk by replacing the wage income in the second period

with e!2, where !2 is still the wage rate and e is a random variable capturing labor e¢ ciency.

We assume no aggregate uncertainty to stay as close as possible to a standard Aiyagari (1994,

1995) framework. In particular, in every state of nature and for each household type i there

is a proportion �h of households that receives the high e¢ ciency shock and a proportion�
1� �h

�
of households that receives the low e¢ ciency shock. Each state of nature is equally

likely and, as a result each individual faces the following distribution of e

e =

(
eh with prob. �h

el with prob. 1� �h

)

The average level of e¢ ciency is normalized to one, i.e. �heh +
�
1� �h

�
el = 1 and we

choose, �h = 0:5, el = 0:8 and eh = 1:2 for the numerical computations.

There is a sense in which insurance and redistribution are two sides of the same coin. As

pointed out by Davila et. al (2012), what we call insurance ex ante (before the resolution

of uncertainty) is redistribution from an ex post point of view. Redistribution, however, can

have a wider scope, since it is about undoing inequality regardless of its causes. To put

it simply, it is hard to argue that all of inequality is due to chance. The stylized model

considered here does not take a stand on the origins of initial wealth inequality. On the

other hand, it is clear that second period labor income inequality is purely down to chance.

This arrangement, stylized as it is, provides a nice example of the contrasting motives of

insurance and redistribution. Given the government�s available instruments �n and �k, the

way to provide insurance is to shift the burden of taxation to labor income. This has the

e¤ect of reducing the risky part of income and increasing the safe part. Interestingly, this

is exactly the opposite of what redistribution would require here. Redistribution (of initial

wealth inequality) is achieved by shifting the burden of taxation to capital income. We view

the VP weights as a way to disentangle and isolate these two motives.

Figure 3 shows the results for this case. When � = 0:5, there is no redistribution motive.

Whereas with complete markets this implied that all revenue was raised through labor taxes,

when markets are incomplete taxes can also be used for the provision of insurance. The tax

scheme that can (partly) achieve this calls for a tax on risky labor income and a subsidy

on capital income. As wealth inequality increases, the VP tax scheme needs to be adjusted

to ensure the value preserving principle still holds. This requires a reduction in the labor

tax and a reduction in the capital subsidy, since otherwise there would be a redistribution

of value towards capital owners. The EW scheme moves in the same direction but much

stronger in an attempt to redistribute towards the wealth poor. Similarly to the case of

complete markets, only moderate levels of inequality are enough to reverse the prescription

and call for taxing capital more than labor. The redistribution motive under EW is quite

strong. The conclusion is that insurance and redistribution can work in opposite directions

and the VP approach can provide a method to abstract from the redistribution e¤ect and

shed light on the pure insurance e¤ect.
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Fig. 3: Incomplete Markets, Capital/Labor, G2 > 0
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7. Discussion of Alternative Approaches

We have used a speci�c principle, the value-preserving principle, to determine endogenously

the welfare weights for social optimization problems. The VP principle postulates that every

individual should be rewarded in proportion to his or her contribution to welfare. To calculate

this contribution we used a mechanism based on the axiomatization of Section 4. In this

section, we discuss alternative contribution mechanisms as well as alternative principles that

can be used to determine social welfare weights.

7.1. Alternative Contribution Mechanisms. Our approach is closely related to Mankiw�s

(2010) "just deserts" theory, which calls for individuals receiving compensation that is con-

gruent with their contribution and for the contribution to be measured according to marginal

productivity theory. Mankiw (2010) argues that individuals would exercise the right to leave

society and live on their own if they felt their contributions were insu¢ ciently rewarded. This

ensures that, under standard assumptions, allocations will be in the core and, for su¢ ciently

large economies, they will be su¢ ciently close to a Walrasian competitive equilibrium, in

which the factors of production are paid their marginal products. However, as Weinstein

(2011) argues, neither the assumptions that satisfy the marginal productivity compensation

principle nor the convergence to a competitive equilibrium need hold in reality.

Our contribution mechanism is reminiscent of Mankiw�s appeal to marginalism because

it assigns value to goods according to their marginal e¤ects on social welfare. However, it is

not directly subject to some of the criticisms aimed at marginal productivity theory because

it does not necessarily rely on the economy being frictionless and delivering market prices

equal to marginal products. Indeed, our approach is developed so that it can be used in
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economies with incomplete markets, externalities or other frictions.

A more general criticism of marginalism, that Weinstein (2011) also alludes to, is that

marginal product accounting can help to determine the best way to use additional resources,

but it does not really capture the overall contribution of a �nite amount of resources. Partly

based on this, Weinstein argues that the marginal value allocation "may not match a rea-

sonable notion of fairness". Instead, he proposes to use the classic idea of the Shapley value,

which is based on some basic principles of fairness (see Shapley (1953)).27 In what follows,

we discuss the underlying assumptions as well as the implications of an alternative approach

that eschews marginalism and connects more closely to the Shapley value. Interestingly, we

argue that, with utilities widely used in macroeconomic applications, this seemingly very

di¤erent approach yields the exact same result as our contribution mechanism.

Starting from our approach, recall that the mapping C (F;w) = �5 F (w), for � 2 Rm+ ,
w 2 Rm+n f0g and F : Rm+ ! R, is the unique mechanism that satis�es our three axioms of

rescaling, separability and continuity. This mapping has several properties: (i) additivity,

namely, C (F +G;w) = C (F;w) + C (G;w) for all F;G 2 Fm; (ii) consistency, namely,
if F : Rm+ ! R and G : R ! R such that F (x1; :::; xm) = G (

Pm
i=1 xi), then Cj (F;w) =

C (G;
Pm
i=1wi); (iii) positivity, namely for w 2 Rm+n f0g ; if F�G is non decreasing in the box

�mj=1 [0; wj ] then C (F;w) � C (G;w) F;G 2 Fm; (iv) weak rescaling, namely, if F;G 2 Fm

and r 2 Rm++ such that G (x1; :::; xm) = F (r1x1; :::; rmxm), then Cj (G;w) = rjCj (F; r � w)
for j = 1; :::;m, where r � w = (r1w1; :::; rmwm).

Taking these four properties as axioms, Samet and Tauman (1982) show in a cost allo-

cation context that C (�; �) is a per unit contribution mechanism satisfying these four axioms

if and only if there exists a unique non-negative measure � on ([0; 1] ;ß) (ßis the set of all

Borel subsets of [0; 1]) such that for each positive integer m, for each F 2 eFm and for each

w 2 Rm+n f0g and 1 � j � m

Cj (F;w) =

Z 1

0

@F

@xj
(tw) d� (t) (21)

where eFm is the set of all continuously di¤erentiable functions F on Rm+ such that F (0) = 0.
The result asserts that any non negative measure � on [0; 1] (atomic or non atomic)

de�nes by (21) a contribution mechanism that satis�es the four axioms and vice versa, any

contribution mechanism that satis�es the four axioms must be given by (21) for some non

negative measure. In other words, equation (21) de�nes a one to one mapping from all the

nonnegative measures on ([0; 1] ;ß) onto the set of all contribution mechanisms satisfying the

four axioms.

The axiomatic approach above does not specify what measure � should be used. One

particular case is the atomic measure which is fully concentrated at t = 1, with � ([0; 1)) = 0

and � (1) = 1, corresponding to our marginal contribution mechanism. Samet and Tauman

(1982) also show that one can uniquely characterize this particular mechanism with the

27 In a game theoretical context, the Shapley value of an individual measures his or her contribution to

the welfare of society (the worth of the grand coalition) via his average marginal contribution to a random

coalition of players.
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previous axioms but with a stronger positivity requirement28. Instead, we use a di¤erent

axiomatic approach that disposes of the additivity axiom and of the restriction that F (0) = 0,

which are less appealing in the context of welfare functions29.

It can also be shown (see Mirmann and Tauman (1982)) that if we add to the previous

four axioms the requirement that the contributions add up to the total welfare30, the unique

measure � satisfying the �ve axioms is the Lebesgue measure on [0; 1], namely, for j = 1; :::;m

Cj (F;w) =

Z 1

0

@F

@xj
(tw) dt (22)

This measure, which is again a particular case of the family of contribution mechanisms

in (21), is the uniform average of the marginal contribution to welfare of commodity j along

the diagonal [0; w]. Mirmann and Tauman (1982) show that given a pair (F;w) one can

de�ne a non atomic game (with a continuum of players) by treating every commodity j of

size wj as a set of in�nitesimal players, each represented by a point in the interval [0; wj ].

The value of this non atomic game, which is an extension of the Shapley value from a �nite

number of players to the continuum (see Aumann and Shapley (1974)) is closely related to

(22). Whereas the axioms in Mirmann and Tauman (1982) extend the ones of Aumann and

Shapley (1974) to an economic context, the fairness inherent in the axioms is less apparent,

since the game described above is between commodities rather than individuals. Instead,

one could de�ne a �nite coalitional game v� (S), for a given a set of weights (�i)i2I and any

coalition of players S � I, as the maximum welfare level that individuals in S could achieve

on their own. The contribution of an individual to the welfare of society (the worth of the

grand coalition) can then be computed using the Shapley (1953) value, which is equal to his or

her average marginal contribution to a random coalition of players. In turn, the VP weights

would equate the ratio of social contributions to individual weighted utility across agents.

Since the players are individuals and not commodities, the fairness with this approach would

be more apparent.

In sum, we have provided a family of mechanisms in (21) that can potentially be used

to calculate the contribution of agents to welfare via the weighted average marginal value of

the initial endowments. In turn, this contribution can be used to compute the social welfare

weights using our VP principle. Our marginal value approach, which is a particular case,

is the only one for which the VP weights generate Walrasian equilibrium allocations in the

absence of frictions. However, there is a case in which all the mechanisms coincide: the

28The stronger positivity axiom states that if (F �G) (x) is non decreasing for x � w in a neighborhood of
w 2 Rm+ n f0g then Cj (F;w) � Cj (G;w), for 1 � j � m and all F;G 2 Fm. This axiom requires that the per

unit contribution to the SWF F of the jth good is at least as high as its contribution to the SWF G whenever

F �G is non decreasing in a neighborhood of w
29To avoid the restriction that F (0) = 0, one could also give up the axiomatic approach altogether and

calculate the contribution of a good to any welfare function using any measure that is concentrated at any

particular point between 0 and 1.
30Formally, this axiom would require that for every F 2 Fm and every w 2 Rm+

mX
j=1

wjCj (F;w) = F (w) :
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case of homogeneous utilities. More precisely, under the same assumptions of Proposition

1, it can be shown that if all utilities (ui)i2I are homogeneous of degree r for some r > 0,

an allocation is VP for any contribution mechanism satisfying (21) i¤ it is a Walrasian

(competitive) equilibrium with respect to the initial endowments w.

7.2. Alternative Principles. The previous section discusses alternative contribution

mechanisms that can be used in conjunction with the VP principle to determine social

welfare weights. Here, we take our contribution mechanism as given and discuss how it can

be used in the application of principles other than the VP principle. In particular, we look

at two popular alternatives to utilitarianism, namely the equal sacri�ce principle and the

Rawlsian principle.

Consider �rst the equal sacri�ce principle. To see how this principle could be used to

determine social welfare weights using our approach, note that one would �rst have to take a

stand about the starting point from which each individual�s sacri�ce is calculated. Suppose

we assume that this starting point is the �rst best allocation.31 The equal sacri�ce condition

can then be stated as follows:

C
�
�iui; x

i
�

�
C
�
�Ni ui; x

i
N

� = C
�
�huh; x

h
�

�
C
�
�Nh uh; x

h
N

� for all i; h 2 I (23)

where �N =
�
�Ni
�
i2I are the Negishi weights corresponding to the �rst best allocation, which

we denote by xN 2 RLI+ , and x� 2 RLI+ is the �nal bundle in the allocation with taxes for

a given a set of weights � = (�i)i2I . Condition (23) states that the ratio of the private

value of the tax allocation relative to the private value of the �rst best allocation has to

equalize across agents under the equal sacri�ce weights. Here, it is important to note that

this formulation uses our contribution mechanism to compute the private value to the agent

of di¤erent allocations and the resulting allocations are invariant under non-uniform a¢ ne

transformations of utilities. In contrast, this desirable property will not be satis�ed if one

uses instead the ratio of weighted utility levels �iui in the tax and �rst best allocations to

compute the welfare weights, as is common in the literature.

Our contribution mechanism can also be used to determine social welfare weights that

would correspond to a Rawlsian principle. These weights would be determined by:

argmax
�
min
i

�
C
�
�iui; x

i
�

�	
where xi� is the allocation with taxes for a given set of weights � = (�i)i2I and C

�
�iui; x

i
�

�
is the private value to the agent of this allocation. Essentially the Rawlsian weights would

maximize the private value to the individual with the lowest payo¤. As with the previous

mechanism, the allocations resulting from this problem are invariant under non-uniform

a¢ ne transformations of utilities. However, if we use the weighted utility levels �iui instead

of the contribution to welfare C
�
�iui; x

i
�

�
; this property will fail, since the allocations will

not be invariant under transformations that add di¤erent constants to di¤erent utilities.
31Note that, although common in the literature, this choice is arbitrary and is made for illustrative purposes.

One of the bene�ts of our VP principle relative to the equal sacr�cie principle is that it naturally avoids having

to make this choice of a reference economy altogether.
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8. Conclusion

This paper provides an axiomatic approach to determine the contribution of a bundle of

goods (the value of a bundle) to any welfare function, regardless of whether it is a social or

an individual welfare function. We then postulate a value preserving principle which consists

in equating across agents the ratio of the value of the initial bundle of goods to social welfare

to the value of the �nal bundle of goods to private welfare. This principle is used to choose

amongst di¤erent welfare weights or among di¤erent constrained e¢ cient allocations. We

show that these weights, which we refer to as value preserving weights, can be thought of as

an extension of the classic Negishi weights to non Arrow-Debreu economies. In an example

of optimal taxation, we point out the usefulness of our approach in disentangling insurance

and redistribution motives for taxation. This can help clarify existing analyses of optimal

taxation of capital versus labor income.

Our approach could be used in other interesting applications. The �rst is the study

of constrained e¢ cient allocations under incomplete markets. Using an equal-weights ap-

proach, Davila, Hong, Krusell and Rios-Rull (2012) investigate the constrained e¢ cient level

of aggregate capital under incomplete markets. In particular, they investigate whether the

equilibrium level of capital is too high or too low. For the most commonly used speci�cation

of risk, they �nd that the competitive equilibrium level of aggregate capital is too low. The

extent to which this �nding relies on the equal-weights assumption is not obvious. To put

it di¤erently, it remains unclear whether the constrained e¢ cient level of capital is higher

because this provides better insurance or more redistribution and the VP approach can shed

some light on this question. Another potential application is the endogenous determination

of the objective for the �rm when markets are incomplete and shareholders disagree. In such

a setting, one could aggregate the preferences of shareholders by maximizing a weighted

average of their utilities, using value preserving weights that equate across shareholders the

ratio of the contribution of the initial investment to the �rm value and the contribution of

the �nal allocation to private welfare.

Appendix A: Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1.

It is straightforward to verify that the per unit contribution mechanism bCj (F;w) =
� @F@xj (w) for 1 � j � m de�ned for every F 2 Fm and w 2 Rm+n f0g satis�es the three
axioms. The proof of the other direction is less obvious. Suppose that bCj (�; �) is a per unit
contribution mechanism that satis�es the three axioms.

We �rst prove the theorem for linear welfare functions of the form F (x) =
Pm
j=1 bjxj .

Namely, we have to show that bCj (F;w) = �bj , 1 � j � m for � = bC (I; 1), where I (x) = x
for all x 2 R. We �rst show that bC (I; 1) = bC (I; a) for all a 2 R++. Let F (x) = I (ax).

By the rescaling axiom for the units of the commodity, bC (F; 1) = a bC (I; a). On the other
hand, F = aI, hence bC (F; 1) = bC (aI; 1) = a bC (I; 1) (by the rescaling axiom). These implybC (I; a) = bC (I; 1). Next de�ne F j (xj) = bjxj . Then F =

Pm
j=1 F

j (xj). By separability
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and the rescaling of welfare units,

bCj (F;w) = bC �F j ; wj� = bC (bjI; wj) = bj bC (I; wj)
Suppose �rst that wj > 0. Then

bCj (F;w) = bj bC (I; 1) = bj�:
Next suppose that wj = 0. By the continuity axiom, for � > 0 there exists � > 0 su¢ -

ciently small s.t.
��� bC (I; 0)� bC (I; �)��� < �. But bC (I; �) = bC (I; 1) = �. Hence ��� bC (I; 0)� ���� <

�. Since this is true for any � > 0, bC (I; 0) = � and bCj (F;w) = bj�.
Next we prove the general case. Let F 2 Fm and w 2 Rm+n f0g. Since F is continuously

di¤erentiable on Rm+n f0g

F (x) = 5F (w)x+ F (w)� w5 F (w) + o (w � x) (24)

Let � > 0. By the continuity axiom there exists �1 > 0 and � > 0 s.t. for all G 2 Fm

with kF �Gk1X(w;�1) < � ��� bCj (F;w)� bCj (G;w)��� < �, 1 � j � m
Let G (x) = rF (w)x + c, where c = F (w) � wrF (w). For the above � there exists

�2 > 0 s.t. ko (w � x)k1X(w;�2) < �.
Let � = min (�1; �2). By (24) and by the de�nition of the C

1 norm

kF �Gk1X(w;�) � kF �Gk
1
X(w;�1)

< �

Therefore, ��� bCj (F;w)� bCj (G;w)��� < � (25)

By axiom 1, bCj (G;w) = bCj (rF (w)x;w)
Since rF (w)x is linear bCj (G;w) = @F

@xj
(w)�

Substituting this into (25) ���� bCj (F;w)� @F

@xj
(w)�

���� < �
Since the last inequality holds for all � > 0, we conclude that bCj (F;w) = @F

@xj
(w)� and

the proof of the theorem is complete.�

Proof of Proposition 1. We start by showing that if � is a Negishi weight then it is

value preserving. Let � 2 �I be a Negishi weight. Using (4), (5) and applying the envelope
theorem it is straightforward to show (see for example Mas-Colell et al (1995)) that

5F� (w) =
p

K
= �irui

�
xi� (w)

�
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where K �
PI
i=1

1
�i
is a constant.32 Multiplying by xi� (w) we obtain

�irui
�
xi� (w)

�
� xi� (w) = 5F� (w) � xi� (w) =

p

K
� xi� (w)

Since the budget constraint in the competitive equilibrium problem must hold,

p � xi� (w) = p �

0@wi + JX
j=1

�ijz
j
� (w)

1A
= p � wi

where the last equality follows from the fact that the fj are homogeneous of degree 1. We

have thus shown that

�irui
�
xi� (w)

�
� xi� (w) = 5F� (w) � wi

which by Theorem 1 implies

C
�
�iui; x

i
� (w)

�
= C

�
F�; ~w

i; w
�

and the Negishi weight � is value preserving.

We now prove the other direction, namely, we show that if � is a VP weight then it is a

Negishi weight for the initial endowments w. Let � 2 �I be a value preserving weight and
let (�x; �z) be the corresponding VP allocations so that

5F� (w) � wi = c�i 5 ui
�
�xi
�
� �xi (26)

for some c 2 R+. Since (�x; �z) is a Pareto optimal allocation, by the second welfare theorem
there exists some �p 2 RL+ such that for every i, �xi maximizes ui

�
xi
�
over

�
xij�p � xi � �p � �xi

	
and �zj maximizes �p � zj over fj

�
zj
�
= 0. Assuming an interior solution, there exists � > 0

such that for every i 2 I
��p = �i 5 ui

�
�xi
�
= 5F� (w)

By (26) �p � wi = c�p � �xi, i 2 I. Since �p � �zj = 0 and
P
i2I �x

i =
PI
i=1w

i +
P
j2J �z

j , we have

that c = 1. Hence, for all i 2 I
�p � �xi = �p � wi

and �xi maximizes ui
�
xi
�
over

�
xij�p � xi � �p � wi

	
, implying that � is a Negishi weight.�

Proof of Proposition 2: Let Zj =
�
zj jfj

�
zj
�
� 0

	
, B (G) =

n
� =

�
� i
�
i2I j�

i 2 RL+,
P
i2I �

i = G
o

and w =
�
w1; :::; wI

�
2 RLI+ . Let the set of feasible allocations with respect to W �G be

�L (G) =

8<:(x; z) j X
i2I
xi =W �G+

X
j2J

zj , fj
�
zj
�
� 0, j = 1; :::; J

9=;
32Note that, in this case, the value F� depends on the aggregate endowmentW = (W1; :::;WL) �

PI
i=1 w

i 2
RL++ only and not on the whole distribution w. The implication is that @F�

@wi
l

= @F�
@wh

l

= @F�
@Wl

for all i; h 2 I and

the notation 5F� (w) should be interpreted to mean
�
@F�
@W1

; :::; @F�
@WL

�
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and recall that the set of allocations implementable as a competitive equilibrium with lump

sum taxes is

bL (G) = �(bx; bz) jthere exist b� 2 RIL and bp 2 RL+ s.t. (bx; bz;b� ; bp) satis�es (6)-(10)	
For any � 2 �I , let

�F� (w) = max
(x;z)

X
i2I
�iui

�
xi
�
s.t. (x; z) 2 �L (G)

bF� (w) = max
(x;z)

X
i2I
�iui

�
xi
�
s.t. (x; z) 2 bL (G)

Lemma 6. (x; z) is a maximizer of bF� (w) i¤ it is a maximizer of �F� (w) and hence
�F� (w) = bF� (w).
Proof: Since bL (G) � �L (G) it follows that bF� (w) � �F� (w). To prove the converse

inequality, let (�x; �z) be a maximizer of �F� (w). Since (�x; �z) is a Pareto optimal allocation

with respect to the initial resources
P
i2I w

i�G, by the second welfare theorem, there exists
a supporting price �p 2 RL+ s.t. for every i 2 I, �xi maximizes ui

�
xi
�
over

�
xi 2 RL+j�pxi � �p�xi

	
and for every j 2 J , �zj maximizes �pzj over zj s.t. fj

�
zj
�
� 0. Now let

�� i = wi � �xi +
X
j2J

�ij�z
j , i 2 I

where �j 2 RI+ are the initial shares of agent i in �rm j so that
PI
i=1 �

i
j = 1 for all j. Then,

by (6), X
i2I

�� i =
X
i2I
wi �

X
i2I

�xi +
X
i2I

X
j2J

�ij�z
j = G

Also, since �p�zj = 0 for all j 2 J by the homotheticity of technologies, we know �p
P
j2J �z

j = 0

and therefore

�p�� i = �p
�
wi � �xi

�
Hence, �xi maximizes ui

�
xi
�
over

�
xi 2 RI+j�pxi � �p

�
wi � �� i

�	
. Thus, (�x; �z; �� ; �p) satis�es

the �ve conditions (6)-(10) and (�x; �z) 2 �L (G). This implies that

�F� (w) =
X
i2I
�iui

�
�xi
�
� bF� (w)

Since �F� (w) � bF� (w) also holds, we have that �F� (w) = bF� (w) and (�x; �z) is also a
maximizer of bF� (w).�

Suppose next that � is a VP weight. Then,

5 bF� (w) ~wi
5 bF� (w) ~wh = �i 5 ui

�bxi�� bxi�
�h 5 uh

�bxh�� bxh� for all i; h 2 I (27)

where (bx�; bz�) is a maximizer of bF� (w) over bL (G). By Lemma 6, (bx�; bz�) is a maximizer
of �F� (w) and thus it is Pareto optimal with respect to

P
i2I w

i �G. By the second welfare
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theorem, there exists a supporting price bp 2 RL+ s.t. (bx; bz; bp) is a competitive equilibrium
with transfers. Namely, bzj = argmax bpzj over zj 2 Zj for all j 2 J and bxi = argmaxui �xi�
over

�
xi 2 Rm+ jbpxi � bpbxi	 for all i 2 I. Hence, for some c;

cbp = �i 5 ui �bxi� for all i 2 I (28)

Following arguments similar to Proposition 1, prices equal the marginal value of the goods

(see once again Mas-Colell et al (1995))

@ �F�
@wil

(w) = cbpl (29)

By (27), (28) and (29), bpbxi�bpwi = � (30)

where � is a constant (that does not depend on i). By (30),

bpX
i2I

bxi� = �bpX
i2I
wi = �bpW

Since
P
i2I bxi� =W �G+

P
j2J bzj ,

� = 1� bpGbpW (31)

By (30) and (31), bpbxi� = bpwi � bpG bpwibpW (32)

Since bpbxi = bpwi � bpb� i (33)

we have

bpb� i = bpwibpW bpG
�

Appendix B: Optimal Taxation Model

This Appendix provides a detailed presentation of the model used in section 6.2 and the

analytical derivations in the special case discussed in section 6.1.

The Model
The problem of a household of type i is33

max
fci1;ci2;ki1;ni1;ni2g

u (ci1; ci2; Xi1 � ni1; Xi2 � ni2) s.t. (34)

ci1 + ki1 = R1ki0 + !1ni1 � Ti1
ci2 = R2ki1 + !2ni2 � Ti2
0 � nit � Xit t = 1; 2 and cit � 0, t = 1; 2

33 Inada conditions on utility and production allow us to ignore non-negativity constraints. In the main

text we also assume utility is independent of nit so nit = Xit follows.
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where Tit represents the tax bill in each period to be speci�ed below. Firm production

functions are given in (12) and lead to capital and labor demand functions which equate the

input prices to their marginal product

!t = (1� �)K�
t�1N

��
t (35)

Rt = �K��1
t�1N

1��
t (36)

for t = 1; 2. In equilibrium RtKt�1 + !tNt = Yt due to constant returns, which is why

specifying household shares �i is not needed. The government needs to raise exogenous

revenue Gt in period t

Gt =
2X
i=1

�iTit (37)

Finally, all markets clear in each period t = 1; 2. Market clearing for capital requires that

the �rm�s demand for capital equals aggregate supply

Kt = �1k1t + (1� �1) k2t (38)

Similarly, the �rm�s labor demand should equal the aggregate supply

N1 = �1n11 + (1� �1)n21 (39)

N2 = �1n12 + (1� �1)n22

By Walras�Law, goods market clearing is also satis�ed

Ct +Kt +Gt = Yt (40)

where Ct =
P2
i=1 �icit denotes aggregate consumption in period t.

We consider two cases distinguished by the government�s revenue requirements and avail-

able tax instruments. The analytical example discussed in section 6.1 assumes G2 = 0,

Ti2 = 0, Ti1 = � i i.e. revenue G1 is only required in the �rst period and can be raised using

type-speci�c lump sum taxes. Here tax policy is � = (�1; �2). The numerical examples in

section 6.2 assume instead a revenue need in period two and taxes proportional to capital

and labor income, i.e. G1 = 0, Ti1 = 0, Ti2 = �kR2ki1 + �n!2ni2. In this case, tax policy is

� = (�k; �n).

Let w denote the distribution of initial endowments and � denote tax policy. Given w and

a feasible � , the competitive equilibrium consists of household allocations of consumption

c�it (� ; w), savings k
�
it (� ; w) and labor n

�
it (� ; w) as well as factor prices R

�
t (� ; w), !

�
t (� ; w)

for each period t. The Ramsey government chooses � to maximize social welfare, given by a

weighted average of the individual utilities and a set of welfare weights (�i)
2
i=1, with �i � 0

and �1�1 + �2�2 = 1. Thus, for a given set of weights (�i)
2
i=1, the problem is to choose

feasible tax policy � so as to maximize

F� (w) = max
�

2X
i=1

�i�iu (c
�
i1 (� ; w) ; Xi1 � n�i1 (� ; w) ; c�i2 (� ; w) ; Xi2 � n�i2 (� ; w)) (41)
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The maximizer of this social optimization problem �RA (�;w) depends on the weights �

and the distribution of endowments w. It also de�nes Ramsey allocations denoted similarly,

cRAi1 (w; �) ; cRAi2 (w; �) and so on. Partial di¤erentiation of the maximized value (SWF) with

respect to each element of w gives the gradient of the SWF evaluated at w. The inner product

of this gradient with each individual�s ~wi gives the social contribution of the individual. In

a similar fashion, the private contribution of the Ramsey allocation to an individual�s utility

u (�) can be computed. Finally, the VP principle in equation (2) provides an equation which,
together with �1�1 + �2�2 = 1, can be solved for the VP weights �V P . VP allocations and

taxes follow by direct substitution of �V P in �RA (�;w), cRAi1 (w; �) ; cRAi2 (w; �) etc.

In general, all of these computations, i.e. solving for the competitive equilibrium allo-

cations and prices, solving for Ramsey allocations and taxes, evaluating the SWF and its

derivatives and solving for the VP weights, are done numerically. This is what we do for

the results of Section 6.2. Below we illustrate the idea by going through these computations

analytically in the special case of logarithmic utility and lump sum taxation.

Logarithmic utility and lump sum taxation.
In this case, tax policy consists of a pair (�1; �2). Equation (37) de�nes feasible tax

policies and essentially implies that only one of the two taxes is a free choice for the gov-

ernment, while the second is fully determined by the feasibility condition. Thus, we will

refer to �1 only as the tax policy in what follows. Let the individual and aggregate in-

comes in period one be denoted as inci1 = R1ki0 + !1ni1 and INC1 = R1K0 + !1N1. Let

wi = (0; 0; �iki0; 0; �ini1; �ini2) be the initial endowments of the representative of type i.34

Given w and a tax policy �1, the competitive equilibrium can be computed explicitly because

with log utility the aggregate capital K1 and the factor prices Rt; !t are independent of tax

policy and given by

K1 =
��

1 + ��
[INC1 �G1]

Rt = �K��1
t�1N

1��
t , t = 1; 2

!t = (1� �)K�
t�1N

��
t , t = 1; 2

Individual consumption and savings for i = 1; 2 are given by

k�i1 (�1; w) =
�

1 + �
(inci1 � � i)�

� (1� �)
(1 + �) (1 + ��)

ni2
N2

[INC1 �G1] (42)

c�i1 (�1; w) =
1

1 + �
(inci1 � � i) +

� (1� �)
(1 + �) (1 + ��)

ni2
N2

[INC1 �G1]] (43)

c�i2 (�1; w) = AK�
1N

1��
2

�
1 + ��

1 + �

�
inci1 � � i
INC1 �G1

�
+
� (1� �)
1 + �

ni2
N2

�
(44)

where

�2 =
1

1� �1
G1 �

�1
1� �1

�1

In this example, the only e¤ect of tax policy is to redistribute initial wealth so that

the initial distribution of income (inc11; inc21) can be changed through taxes to the new

34Strictly speaking, the endowment of time is Xit not nit, but with inelastic labor supply the two are the

same so we use nit throughout the example.
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distribution (inc11 � �1; inc21 � �2). In particular, the government can potentially use taxes
to wipe out any initial wealth heterogeneity, i.e. engage in perfect redistribution, without

a¤ecting aggregates. In the Ramsey problem de�ned in (41) the amount of redistribution that

will optimally take place will depend on the welfare weights, which determine the strength

of the redistribution motive. Using the logarithmic utility in (16) the �rst order condition

with respect to �1 is

2X
i=1

�i�i

�
1

ci1

@c�i1 (�1; w)

@�1
+ �

1

ci2

@c�i2 (�1; w)

@�1

�
= 0

and using equilibrium relations this can be simpli�ed to

�1
1

c�i1 (�1; w)
= �2

1

c�i2 (�1; w)

Using (43) and (44) the optimal Ramsey tax can be solved for as a function of weights � and

endowments w.

�1 (�;w) = inc11 �
1 + �

1 + ��

�
�1 �

� (1� �)
1 + �

n12
N2

�
[INC1 �G1] (45)

Using the government budget constraint the other tax �2 (�;w) is given by:

�2 (�;w) =
G1 � �1�1 (�;w)

1� �1
= inc12 �

1 + �

1 + ��

�
�2 �

� (1� �)
1 + �

n22
N2

�
[INC1 �G1] (46)

Finally, using (42)-(46) we can derive the allocations as functions of (�;w)

kRAi1 (�;w) = �i
�

1 + ��
[INC1 �G1]�

� (1� �)
(1 + ��)

ni2
N2

[INC1 �G1]

cRAi1 (�;w) =
�i

1 + ��
[INC1 �G1]

cRAi2 (�;w) = �iAK
�
1N

1��
2

The previous equations clearly illustrate that if �1 = �2 = 1, i.e. if we use a social

welfare function that assigns equal weights, then all of the initial wealth heterogeneity will

be wiped out by the optimal tax and agents will become identical. To put it di¤erently,

equal weights prescribes perfect redistribution in the absence of other motives for taxation.

Using nit = Nt = X for all i; t, the tax in this case is

�1 (1; w) = G1 + inci1 � INC1

= G1 +R1K0

�
k10
K0

� 1
�

The VP weights can be computed endogenously by evaluating the social contributions of

individuals for any �. After simplifying, the social welfare function can be written as:

F� (w) �
2X
i=1

�i�i

�
log

�
�i

1 + ��

�
+ � log (�i)

�
+ log (INC1 �G1) + � log

�
AK�

1N
1��
2

�
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To determine the contribution of type i through his initial endowments we need to com-

pute �rst the partial derivatives of the welfare function, which is a function of the distribution

of endowments w. Since the only positive endowments of an individual are ki0, Xi1(= ni1)

and Xi2(= ni1) we only need to compute three derivatives35

@F� (w)

@ (�iki0)
=

1 + ��

INC1 �G1
R1

@F� (w)

@ (�iki0)
=

1 + ��

INC1 �G1
!1

@F� (w)

@ (�iki0)
=

1 + ��

INC1 �G1
!2
R2

The contribution of these endowments to the SWF at w is then

C
�
F�; ~w

i; w
�
=

1 + ��

INC1 �G1
�i

�
R1ki0 + !1ni1 +

!2
R2
ni2

�
(47)

Next, we compute the contribution of the individual bundle of goods to the individual welfare

function �i�iUi
�
ci
�
= �i�i [log (ci1) + � log (ci2)]. Note that the individual welfare function

only depends on the two consumption goods and evaluating derivatives is trivial. The con-

tribution of the �nal allocation to i�s welfare function is

C
�
�i�iU; x

i
�

�
= cRAi1 (w; �)�i�i

1

cRAi1 (w; �)
+ cRAi2 (w; �)�i�i�

1

cRAi2 (w; �)
(48)

The condition for VP weights is given by:

C
�
�1�1U; x

1
�

�
C
�
�2�2U; x2�

� = C
�
F�; ~w

1; w
�

C (F�; ~w2; w)

By (47) and (48)

c11�1
1
c11
+ c12�1�

1
c12

c21�2
1
c21
+ c22�2�

1
c22

=
R1k10 + !1n11 +

!2
R2
n12

R1k20 + !1n21 +
!2
R2
n22

The VP weights in equation (17) follow immediately. If, instead we use the household�s Euler

equation � 1
ci2
= 1

R2
1
ci1
and the Ramsey condition �1 1

c11
= �2

1
c21
we have

c11 +
1
R2
c12

c21 +
1
R2
c22

=
R1k10 + !1n11 +

!2
R2
n12

R1k20 + !1n21 +
!2
R2
n22

(49)

The sequential budget constraints of type i imply the following (date-0) budget:

ci1 +
1

R2
ci2 + � i = R1ki0 + !1ni1 +

!2
R2
ni2

Together with (49), this implies that the VP tax is given by equation (15).

35We compute the marginal change in �iki0 to capture a change in one individual�s endowment as opposed

to all individuals of type i.
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